
Edition 2- February, 2023 

Weekly Highlights 
Episode 5-Wednesday, February 1st  
Trio tonight, Steve feeling a little under the weather. 
After a very lengthy, 4 minute discussion on Canadian 
Geographic, the Show began. It was great to see new 
viewers tune in, welcome to the Show.


Tonight's guest was finally Chris Brodbeck from See 
Spot Run. Ken had been teasing us for two weeks 
now. And it was totally worth the wait. The in-depth 
interview was divided into two parts and a song. 


A very balanced setlist tonight. Five originals…

the “familiar” nostalgic Home about St. John’s; 
Weight Of The World, btw Stanley, the dog, is fine, lol; On Your Mind, Ken, “I wrote this one a 
long time ago, after listening to too much Hank Williams and drinking too much whisky at the 
same time;” and Old Dog and Over You, the newest originals on their upcoming album.


True to KenCon (Ken Content), they played 1962 by Ron Hynes which 
they have not done in a while. Ken shared, “This is the first song I ever 
played with Ron Hynes.” The cover song this evening was Whiskey 
Wednesday favorite the King Is Gone by George Jones. Our very own 
gold Elvis decanter (on bookcase) always approves!


Lots of banter between the boys this evening. The hot topics were 
garbage pick up; Ken weaning himself off the thumb pick; a bass 
“sound” seminar (more info to come); and the woolly mammoth not the 
old rusty scrotum beer. It was also homecoming for Mr. Grant this 
evening between his brother Al and his daughter Emily tuning in.


A Show first, the tables turned. Ken loved the evening, which of course 
he should it was again another unique night. We continue to shake our 
heads, how can every Show be so different. However, I felt 
disappointment, not in the way I am sure you might be thinking. 

You will find out why in the following Setlist section.




Episode 6-Wednesday, February 8th   
Trio again this evening. We celebrated Ken's 

musical journey through the Thornley years.


1

The boys listening intently to Mr. Grant telling them Rick 
Mercer was in this month’s Canadian Geographic.

Another new look, thinking this BoHo 
attire would've been perfect a few 
episodes ago for the “poetry reading”.



Ken shared his thoughts around the bass playing in Tears for 
Fears before playing their fantastic version of Mad World. The 
other cover was Green Mountains by a wonderful singer 
songwriter Slaid Cleaves.


The tow tapping For The USA was 
the Ron Hynes song this evening and 
the traditional closing song One Too 
Many Mornings by Dylan.


The boys had lots to share tonight. The highlights: a grammar 
lesson; a tutorial on how to change a guitar battery; Neil’s love of 
banjos, lol; and a confusing discussion about Spotify.


Another night with new viewers, I liked Ken's welcome, “Thank you 
to all the regulars who tune in. If you are new to the Show, this is 
what it is tonight, last week it was something different, next week 
will be different again. I hope you enjoy.” Yes every Show is unique.


Ken said a heartfelt “apology” to me which was beautiful, 
appreciated and explained something that I was confused about. 
I'm building drama, all will be explained. Along with more photos 
dedicated to our new kitchen island that was pictured on the Show.




   Ken as always had an entertaining end of Show 
monologue, still no closing tagline. I liked this, 
“Everybody on the screen take care, for all of you 
not commenting, viewing from silence, I hope you 
are doing wonderful as well.” Aww thanks Ken. 

I have never commented. 

2

Showing off his Dylan socks. You can hear his 
unique giggle, we haven't heard this in a while.

I know one viewer read my 

46 pg. January newsletter, 

“Trying to locate the 

screaming goat's location 

for this week.” Yes, the 

goat will be moving around 

the Studio.

Episode 8-Wednesday, February 22nd  
The much anticipated live studio audience Show at the 
Legion was this evening. A snowstorm was not going to 
stop the Show from happening live and online.


Episode 7-Wednesday, February 15th    
We enjoyed a duo performance this evening so we 
had some different camera angles to enjoy. Mr. Grant 
had a paying gig and I have a Steve update coming 
up. Ken and Neil, with Barry making them sound and 
look great, treated us to an evening of love inspired 
music. Lots to share, I'm going to do a whole 
episode recap.
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